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John Lauro is an accomplished trial lawyer, boasting a wealth of experience in navigating the intricate landscapes 
of complex criminal and commercial litigation. His professional purview spans diverse legal challenges, 
encompassing accounting, securities, conspiracy, healthcare, and a broad spectrum of white-collar and commercial 
litigation matters. 
 

Career History 
 
His career trajectory is defined by high-profile cases that have captured widespread public attention and yielded 
resounding triumphs for his clients. One of his most notable achievements involves securing a Rule 29 acquittal in 
a federal criminal case of immense significance. In this capacity, he capably represented the former president of a 
distinguished national healthcare company, adroitly addressing allegations of federal securities and conspiracy law 
violations. 
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His legal mettle extends to groundbreaking litigation, exemplified by his role in the inaugural "dot-com securities 
fraud" case held in federal court in Manhattan. Here, his unwavering dedication and legal understanding resulted in 
a remarkable jury acquittal on all counts. In addition to this feat, he has distinguished himself by representing a well-
known sports figure facing charges related to the federal wire fraud statute concerning gambling activities. 
 
Further solidifying his standing, Lauro secured the dismissal of all civil claims against a Middle Eastern banking 
institution within the intricate framework of the 9/11 litigation unfolding in New York. The case eventually ascended 
to the Supreme Court, where it encountered a denial of review. Additionally, he demonstrated his legal prowess by 
obtaining a multi-million dollar judgment against a New York-based investment advisor for perpetrating fraudulent 
activities against an international jewelry manufacturer in connection with an investment account. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Academic History 
 
John Lauro's educational journey commenced in his hometown of New York, culminating in his magna cum laude 
graduation from Georgetown University. During his collegiate years, he assumed the pivotal role of Advisory 
Neighborhood Commissioner in the District of Columbia. In this capacity, he steadfastly focused on fostering the 
development of the Georgetown waterfront and addressing the concerns of his constituents. 
 
Subsequently, he embarked on a journey of legal scholarship at Georgetown University Law Center, graduating 
magna cum laude. His commitment to academic excellence and legal discourse was unmistakable during his tenure 
as an editor of the Georgetown Law Journal. 
 

Professional Skills and Experience 
 
Following his law school graduation, Lauro embarked on a distinguished career path to the prestigious international 
law firm of Morgan, Lewis, and Bockius in New York. Subsequently, he transitioned to the criminal division of the 
United States Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of New York, where he honed his legal acumen through 
dedicated public service. 
 



Leveraging his invaluable government service experience, he ventured to Florida, where he laid the foundation for 
a thriving legal practice. His expertise and reputation grew exponentially, culminating in his elevation to partner with 
a prominent national law firm. A pivotal juncture emerged in 1994 when he founded The Lauro Law Firm. This 
enterprise has since evolved into Lauro & Singer, recognized for its national presence with New York and Florida 
offices. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Personal Interests 

 
John Lauro remains an active and influential member of the legal community, perpetually committed to personal 
growth and the sharing of insights. He consistently engages in a spectrum of continuing education endeavors, 
contributing to legal literature and actively participating in speaking engagements. His expertise spans a wide gamut, 
encompassing environmental compliance, healthcare enforcement, trial evidence, Sarbanes-Oxley, securities 
compliance, federal sentencing, and an array of intricate facets within criminal and civil law. 
 
His exceptional contributions to the legal profession have earned him the esteemed title of Fellow in The American 
College of Trial Lawyers. Furthermore, his peers continually recognize his legal prowess, culminating in his recurrent 
inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America and Florida Super Lawyers. 
 
In addition to his commitment to professional development, he is a distinguished graduate of The Gerry Spence Trial 
Lawyers College. He also legally contributes to influential news outlets, including the Fox News Network, ABC News, 
MSNBC, and other prominent media platforms. Lauro's enduring dedication to the legal arena continues to shape 
its landscape and inspire future generations of legal practitioners. 
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